We present a stacking analysis of EGRET γ-ray observations at the positions of luminous and ultraluminous infrared galaxies. The latter were selected from the recently presented HCN survey, which is thought to contain the most active star forming regions of the universe. Different sorting criteria are used and, whereas no positive collective detection of γ-ray emission from these objects we determined both collective and individual upper limits. The upper most excess we find appears in the case of ULIRGs ordered by redshift, at a value of 1.8σ.
Introduction
Luminous infrared galaxies (LIRGs) are the dominant population of extragalactic objects in the local (z < 0.3) universe at bolometric luminosities above L > 10 11 L ⊙ . Ultra luminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs) present L FIR > 10 12 L ⊙ , and are the most luminous local objects (see Sanders & Mirabel 1996 for a review). The most notable feature of LIRGs and ULIRGs is perhaps the large concentration of molecular gas that they have in their centers, at densities orders of magnitude larger than found in Galactic giant molecular clouds (e.g., Downes et al. 1993; Downes & Solomon 1998; Bryant & Scoville 1999) . This large molecular material is believed to be the result of a merging process between two or more galaxies, in which much of the gas in the former spiral disks -particularly that located at distances less than 5 kpc from each of the pre-merger nuclei-has fallen together, therein triggering a huge starburst phenomenon (e.g., Sanders et al. 1988; Melnick & Mirabel 1990) . LIRGs and ULIRGs thus have large CO luminosities and a high value for the ratio L FIR /L CO , both being about one order of magnitude greater than for normal spirals. The latter substantiates, based on star formation models, a greater star formation rate per unit mass of gas.
In a recent letter , by computing the γ-ray flux produced by the interaction between an enhanced cosmic ray population and the molecular material, ultimately leading to neutral pion decay, it was shown that LIRGs and ULIRGs are plausible sources for GLAST and the next generation of Cherenkov telescopes. This result was deepened by a detailed analysis of the γ-ray emission from Arp 220, the most extensively studied ULIRG, that included the emission of secondaries (Torres 2004) . The enhanced population of relativistic particles is the result of the large number of supernovae and young stellar objects present in the central environment. The star formation rate in LIRGs is 100-1000 times larger (e.g., Gao & Solomon 2004b; Pasquali et al. 2003) and scales with the amount of dense molecular gas (traced in turn by the HCN line). It is natural to expect that the central regions of LIGs have cosmic ray enhancements comparable to the ratio between their star formation rates (SFRs) and that of the Milky Way. Torres et al. (2004) showed that if this is correct, then many of the LIRGs -particularly those located in the 100 Mpc sphereare going to appear as individual GLAST sources.
Although detailed predictions for a particular ULIRG (Arp 220, Torres 2004) suggest that these galaxies were below EGRET sensitivity, it was yet open to discussion if they would show up in an stacking search. This search, similar to what was made by Cillis et al. (2004) for radiogalaxies, and by Reimer et al. (2003) for clusters of galaxies, is presented here. We also provide here upper limits from existing EGRET data for the fluxes of LIRGs in different energy bands, which are useful both, for future theoretical modelling and for consistency check with new sets of data.
Stacking technique
The general stacking method we have applied follows that outlined by Cillis et al. (2004) when studying radiogalaxies. In order to perform the stacking technique and look for a possible collective detection of the γ-ray emission from LIRGs, we have extracted rectangular sky maps with the selected target objects located at the center.
We have used EGRET data from April 1991 through September 1995 -as covered by the Third EGRET Catalog (Hartman et al. 1999) , in celestial and galactic coordinates. The extracted maps for each particular target were chosen to be 60
• × 60
• in size, in order to have large off fields of views and be consistent the EGRET point spread function (PSF).
Transforming the maps to an equatorial position before co-adding them causes a substantial image distortion, except for those originally near the all-sky map equator. To minimize this distortion we have extracted maps from the all-sky map, celestial or Galactic, which had the target object closer to its equator. This was done for both, count and the exposure maps, and for all targets. We have transformed the coordinates of each map into pseudo-coordinates, with the target object at the center. After doing this, the maps were co-added, producing the stacking.
It was also necessary to extract a diffuse background map for each target object. For this purpose, we have used the diffuse model that is standard in EGRET analysis (Hunter et al. 1997) . In order to take into account the existence of known EGRET sources, idealized sources with the appropriate fluxes distributed following EGRET's PSF were added to the diffuse map. This was done only for the sources that were detected significantly during the time interval of the all-sky maps: 3EG sources that were significantly detected only during shorter sub-intervals were not considered for the background model. It was necessary to normalize each one of the extracted diffuse maps (D i ) for the different exposures (ǫ i ) of the target objects. The extracted diffuse map for each target object was also transformed into pseudo-coordinates. Finally the diffuse maps for the co-added data were obtained as:
1 ǫtot i c i where c i are the counts diffuse maps (c i = ǫ i D i ) and ǫ tot = i ǫ i . Stacked maps for the different groups of objects analyzed below were created and results are described in the next section. To find the significance of the detection in a particular "class" we have used the EGRET likelihood ratio (Mattox et al. 1996) , a formalism that produces a "test statistic" ("TS") √ T S is roughly equivalent to the number of standard deviations (σ).
Classes of LIRGS and results
We have stacked galaxies from the HCN survey (Gao & Solomon 2004a; Gao & Solomon 2004b) after sorting them using different criteria. The HCN survey is a systematic observation of 53 IR-bright galaxies, including 20 LIRGs with L FIR > 10 11 L ⊙ , 7 with L FIR > 10 12 L ⊙ , and more than a dozen of the nearest normal spiral galaxies. Essentially, all galaxies with strong CO and IR emission were chosen for survey observations. It also includes a litera-ture compilation of data for another dozen IR-bright objects. This is the largest and most sensitive HCN survey of galaxies, and thus of dense interstellar mass residing there, to date.
We have excluded from our consideration those galaxies that are close to the Galactic Plane |b| < 20
• (outer Galaxy), and |b| < 30 • (|l| < 50 • ), because the background around those objects would overwhelm any possible signal. Table 1 shows all the galaxies in the HCN survey referred above, ordered by L HCN /L CO indicating their coordinates, redshift, the ratio between line luminosities -L HCN and L CO -, and cosmic ray enhancement. In that Table, the column "Galactic Plane" shows whether the galaxy is within |b| < 20
• (outer Galaxy), and |b| < 30 • (|l| < 50 • ) and thus whether that galaxy was excluded from our tests. Following Torres et al. (2004) , to which we refer for details, we have computed the minimum average value of cosmic ray enhancement, dubbed k, for which the γ-ray flux above 100 MeV would be above 2.4 ×10 −9 photons cm −2 s −1 . The latter is approximately the GLAST satellite sensitivity after 1 yr of all-sky survey. kvalues of at least a few hundreds are deemed probable, based on enhancements derived in individual supernova remnants. Luminosity distances used were those provided in the HCN survey, assuming a Hubble parameter of H 0 =75 km s −1 Mpc −1 ; although, since redshifts are very small, changes in the cosmological model do not introduce significant changes in distances. We selected the galaxies to perform the stacking technique taking into account the brightest, the nearest, those having the smaller cosmic ray enhancement needed to produce fluxes above GLAST sensitivity, and finally the ratios between the L HCN and L CO , and between SFR and k. In the case of the latter, those galaxies having (SF R/SF R M W )/k > 1 are believed to be particular good candidates for detection.
For each class or subclass we have generated stacked maps containing N galaxies, with N=2, 4, 6, etc. For each stacked map so generated, we have then determined the detection significance using the standard likelihood method. The results of this research are summarized in Table 2 . For each sorting criterion we have specified the total number of the objects considered, the maximum detection significance, and the number of objects yielding that maximum. We have found no significant result above 1.8σ, for any class investigated and for any number of objects included. This number was obtained for the case in which all ULIRGs with L > 10 12 L ⊙ were considered ordered by redshift.
In Figure 1 we show an example of the stacked maps created (maps of counts, exposure and background). The left column corresponds to the case of the highest TS obtained (the case described in the last paragraph). The middle and right column show stacked maps for LIRGs ordered by L HCN /L CO for 54 stacked galaxies (where the TS obtained was equal to zero), and for the first four LIRGs ordered by L HCN /L CO (ARP 193, MRK 273, MRK 231, UGC 05101) , where the maximum TS for the class was obtained ( √ T S = 1.2). Upper limits for the fluxes for all LIRGs in the HCN survey that are located away from the Galactic plane are given in Table 3 , in units of 10 −8 cm −2 s −1 . Table 3 presents five of the sixteen energy bins where we have conducted this analysis.
1 None of the LIRGs we investigated have been individually detected, which is, in fact, consistent with the level of flux expected from LIRGs (i.e., fluxes above GLAST sensitivity but below the EGRET one (see, e.g., Torres 2004 ). The only galaxy for which a flux (not an upper limit) was determined is Arp 55. The flux for this galaxy, in the range 500 MeV-1 GeV was 1.9 ± 0.6 × 10 −8 photons cm −2 s −1 , with T S = 26.3. This might be thought of as suggestive for a detection, although Arp 55 was not significantly detected in consequent energy intervals, and seems not to be special otherwise. Its redshift is larger than the prototypical ULIRG, and more active galaxy, Arp 220, and moreover, its L HCN /L CO ratio is smaller than that obtained for the former. Lastly, one expects statistical fluctuations when investigating a sample of more than 50 galaxies in 16 different energy bins.
Discussion
We have presented an stacking search for γ-ray emission from LIRGs and ULIRGs using data from the EGRET experiment. Our results show that these galaxies were neither individually nor collectively detected, under a variety of different sub-sampling and ranking ordering. Apart from the obvious arrangement by distance (redshifts) we have essentially explored all possible ordering parameters to investigate the preferable cases for detectability at high energy γ-rays. They included the ratio between line luminosities of HCN and CO; i.e., the ratio between the dense mass most plausible subject to higher enhancements of cosmic rays and the molecular mass less densely distributed as traced by CO. They also included the value of cosmic ray enhancement -computed under simplifying assumptionsthat would make the galaxy detectable by the GLAST-LAT. Also, we considered the ordering using the ratio between the SFR in Milky Way units and the cosmic-ray enhancement, in the understanding that a realistic value for the latter should exceed the SFR. We have also imposed upper limits in different energy bands that can be used as a constraint for future multifrequency modelling. Even if we presently were not able to detect LIRGs and ULIRGs in high energy γ-rays, a suggestive excess has been found among the most active star forming regions of the sample, especially when ordered by redshift. Summarizing, LIRGs and ULIRGs, whereas not individually detected by EGRET (a result consistent with theoretical expectations) well remain a plausible candidate for GLAST and Cherenkov telescopes Note. -The table shows some properties of the galaxies in the HCN Survey. LIGs with L IR ≥ 10 11 L ⊙ are highlighter in boldface and ULIGs with L IR ≥ 10 12 L ⊙ are further indicated by *. The column "G-Plane" indicates if the galaxy is near the Galactic Plane. In that case the galaxy (case "YES") was excluded from consideration in our analysis. a Maximum number of objects considered.
b Maximum √ T S found.
c Number of objects yielding the maximum √ T S. 
